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Many of you will have seen videos recorded on Argy Bargy’s
wireless camera, but this was not the main reason I bought
the camera. It became apparent that long distance rescues
needed an on-board camera to assist navigation. It was very
difficult to judge approaches from so far away and this caused
many drive-by misses of the stricken vessel.
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Darkness falls at Queens Park but against a backdrop of suburban tranquillity work goes on for the busy harbour craft. It is a cool
evening with the wind mercifully abating. The eye of the camera is
only open for twenty seconds but in that time a harbour tug has started
its engine and grumbled away from the shore in response to a distant
call. Its path is crossed by the light trails of pleasure craft on their
way home, teased out into a phosphorescent wake of Morse astern the
one with a flashing beacon on its deck. An errant cabin cruiser slips
through their ranks, keeping everyone on the alert.

Submarine for aeromodellers
After extensive research I am able to provide details of a
new type of model submarine which would form an ideal
cross-trainer for aeromodellers. This innovative design will
even enable them to use some of their old free-flight rubber
motors to achieve the three-dimensional motion they are
used to, but in
a new medium.
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The battery operated CCD camera transmits video and audio
signals via 2.4GHz wireless protocol to a Digital Video Recorder mounted on Argy Bargy’s transmitter. The camera is
mounted on a radio controlled turntable mechanism allowing
full 360° rotation. This feature is essential to keep moving
boats in frame.
A 2.5” LCD screen
on the recorder shows
live pictures from the
camera up to 100
meters away. Recording at 25 frames per
second and 640x480
resolution to an 8GB
SD card allows about
5 hours of video to
be captured.
I transfer the videos
to my PC then use
Windows ® Movie Maker to produce a movie of the entire
sailing day’s events
complete with titles, credits and
sound track. To
produce a Realmedia streaming version of the movie
for our web site I
convert the 640 x
480 version down
to 240 x 170 using Super © video
converter. Then
RealProducer (basic version) converts the wmv file to an rm
streaming file. (English translation to follow when available—ed.)

